
Survey Results 2015 
64 respondents 



Attendee Breakdown 





The Dunedin Centre 



Accommodation Options 



The Welcome Function 



The Conference Dinner 



Wednesday’s Sessions 



Thursday’s Sessions 



Thursday’s Sessions (continued) 



Field Trips 



Friday’s Sessions 



Did we cater for all your requirements? 
98% said yes 

Right amount of time to question presenters at 
conference? 

87% said yes  
 
 
 



 
  
 

Was the information leading up to conference sufficient? 
95% said yes  

  
 
 

 
Comments: 
•Only hiccup was the tour on Thursday afternoon, clashes with Police Intel + Impaired driving session 
•Need info 6 -7 months prior to plan into professional development 
•Finding the entrance to the town hall was confusing 
•Great 
•Easy to find everything on the website.  
•Could have come out a bit sooner sp flights could be booked well in advance, esp. if travelling from rural areas 
•It always is although I didn't study it as much as I should have 
•Didn't come quick enough. Some people struggled to get good flights 
•I think so, but I need to check I actually received registration email, accidental double booking of accommodation 
•Pre conference info re social events not good 
•Having the programme provided earlier would have been helpful 
•Sufficient details   

  



 
  
 

What did we do well? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Venue, set up, variety of programme, speakers 
•Organisation pretty slick, thanks to Glenda for her efforts, year in, year out 
•Overall an excellent conference, great venue, great food 
•Loved the barista coffee, the town hall venue and the string quartet.  Multi level venue, walkable accommodation venues, promotion of 
soft carbon footprints 
•A wonderful conference, able to help on the day. Good programme and speakers 
•Communication prior to and during conference - excellent! Different workshop/outings offered - particularly productive 
•Conference book is great, coffee machine a bonus - but all was good 
•Good mix of speakers 
•Everything 
•Helping - e.g. setting up stands, any issues that arose. Loved the coffee cart. The tech support was very good and efficient 
•Everything 
•Not having Mark as MC 
•Good variety of speakers, health, sustainability, food in amongst displays, healthy snacks on tables  
•A good conference overall was delivered 
•Kept to time 
•Well organised, good timing and rich topic 
•Very efficient 
•Attention to detail was amazing - thank you 
•Communication pre conference 
•Good to cater for special food needs, good networking well organised kept to time well 
•Great organisation and set up. Awesome speakers. Conference and welcome function dinner were great 



 
  
 

What did we do well (continued)? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Great variety of subjects + speakers covering a number of important transport issues 
•Good range of people talking. Interesting to see different parts of the safe system areas 
•First time attending TRAFINZ well run conference. Keeping to time, however not always enough time for questions and answers - MC did 
a great job 
•Enjoyed the "brain food" on the tables. Again very well organised by the team 
•Food, speakers 
•Flawless operation 
•Great band at the dinner 
•Everything 
•Range of content 
•All was extremely well organised 
•Venue, conference dinner - food was awesome 
•Food was excellent, bus trips on time 
•Food was great 
•Time organisation 
•Catering, venue, mix of presenters/subjects 
•Fabulous overall, very inspiring and motivating as well as informative. Very friendly, approachable organising team.  Registration pack + 
handbook, venue, key organisation team. Con dinner. Coffee cart 
•Low fat conference dinner option was really good. 
•Liked the layout - needing to go upstairs for reception and food etc was great - a bit of welcomed exercise after sitting 
•Venue and logistics 
•Information from the facilitator - always knew what was going on and kept to time 
•Excellent organisation, time management, excellent speakers, covered all the areas that may be problematic 



 
  
 

What did we do well (continued)? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Road safety/ SASTA weaved into conference 
•Communication was great, programme was interesting, shortening the last day 
•Kept on time 
•Venue, food 
•Variety of speakers and topics. Location, catering and venue 
•The range of topics was very good 
•God focus on the user rather than the system.  Barista coffee, SASTA day as a stream rather than a separate day 
•Hosting the conference in a central location with keep fit access between break out rooms plus a lift for those who need it. 
•Everything 
•Another fantastic job by Glenda and the team well done 
•Everything 
•well co-ordinated 
•Excellent venue, evening function. Keeping to time. 
•All aspects 
•Everything that I saw 
•Reasonably well 
•Everything was great 
•Thought it was very well run and presented. Liked the broad approach 
•Few scheduling conflicts 
•Interesting format 
•Everything as usual 
•Great presentations, great topics 
 



 
  
 

What could we do better in future? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Lower the cost 
•Switching between some of the split sessions easier to mix and match 
•Hotel booking was wrong - name and dates (Gillian  Archer) 
•Not have SASTA AGM at lunchtime - needs separate session, too much competing choice. Fewer sessions 
•After paying for the dinner, it was disappointing that there was no vegetarian option. I appreciate that this presents logistical challenges 
•More question time? 
•Possibly promote staying on for a weekend in the venue town - but really the conference was spot on 
•A bit cold in conference room but beautiful. Get AA/councillors on board 
•Still too many speakers, better to have another couple of round tables 
•Not having a GF option for dessert, but one was supplied with no fuss 
•Speakers that can present well 
•Think about 'streams' layout better - (similar topics of interest being presented at the same time) 
•More demonstration 
•Vegetarian options could be more imaginative, improve waste reduction, don't use takeaway cups, have a compost bin. 
•More concurrent sessions - choice of streams. Not always interested in single stream presentation 
•Bus tour of peninsula bit scary - got stuck - poor gear changing. Would have been better in 2 mini buses 
•Split questionnaire for all speakers in each stream 
•Main room a bit cold 
•Perhaps a bit more focus on cycling 
•More out and about tours - maybe in lunch hours? 
•We spend so much time sitting - maybe break it up, quick activities? 
•Perhaps programme could provide some "down time" to check emails allow delegates to have time to themselves 
•Heating in venue - always cold 
•Maybe 2 sessions at the same time 



 
  
 

What could we do better in future(continued)? 
  
  
 
 

•Leave as is 
•More movement, less sitting. See more of the city visiting 
•Warmer conference venue. More presentations showing evidence rather than "advertising" a group/forum 
•Don't hold SASTA AGM @ lunchtime - too rushed 
•Layout of conference rooms 
•Encourage more displays, tables a bit small at lunch 
•Some rooms too cold. Not enough food at welcome function. 
•More in depth research focused papers/subjects 
•Low fat morning tea and lunch were not great at all especially lunch.  However, it was fantastic to have so much fruit at lunch and 
afternoon tea. 
•Provide clear information regarding Thursday workshop sessions - very distracting with people moving.  Was the expectation to choose 
one theme and stay for all related sessions rather than pick and choose? 
•Cold conference room. Missed Shanthi as would have been rushing to presentation. 

 

 



 
  
 

What could we do better in future(continued)? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Time to change to next breakfast session, more chairs so we don't have to stand, reduce partner ticket costs 
•Entertainment at welcome function didn't match theme 
•Make some of the key note speakers presentations shorter. Don’t allow SASTA AGM at lunch - it didn't allow enough time 
•Door kept opening in conf room, 1st day cold. No lapel mic in seminar room. 1 tech advisor for both rooms 
•Very busy conference, too many choices, workshops. SASTA needs longer time slot 
•People walked past my chair - awkward.  Better layout needed for people to navigate their table. No seating for meals?? 
•A wider range of transportation stakeholders being involved 
•A better pointer for audio visual.  Chris Foley waffly. Tom Forster difficult to follow 
•Snarky comments between Foley and McNaught 
•GF food options not great.  More vibrant presenters would be great. 
•Had to be reminded about special dietary requirements for dinner 
•There is always scope for improvements 
•Keep on getting good speakers. Think about wheelchair access when a person in a chair is getting an award 
•Room a  bit cold 
•I didn't mention seafood, quite a lot of people have trouble with seafood - maybe shouldn’t be an entrée?  There were various speakers in 
the sessions I would liked to have heard, but they clashed and time was short. 
•Ran out of lunch on Thurs. 1-2 mins between concurrent sessions to allow for room changes. 

 



 
  
 

Do you expect to attend next year? 
77% said yes  

  
 
 

 
 
 
 
Comments: 
•Not if costs are not reduced 
•Essential I attend 
•Limited budget funds and time so must pick and choose conferences - also need to attend asset management conference 
•Cost 
•Depends if the boss allows 
•Would love to but registration cost would prelude this 
•I think this conference should be every 2 years not annually 
•Unsure, November is a busy time of year - Christmas event planning 
•So other colleagues in Auckland Transport could have the opportunity to attend 
•Depends on work decision 
•Probably wont be allowed due to organisation funding constraints. 
•Maybe, depends on cost 
•Depends when the conference is held 
•Have been 2 yrs in a row and can't come another year. 
•I did think I would come every 2 years but I'm finding the info more and more valuable 
•Usually only attend every second year, but I would love to go to Tauranga 
•?? Cost 
•Not sure 
•If budget allows 

   
  



 
  
 
 

What would make you attend Tauranga in 2016? 
 
  
  
 
 

 
•Employers approval 
•Appropriate keynote speakers in line with current (2016) themes/campaigns (NZTA,POLICE,ACC,MOT) 
•Probably on a day as it's close to my town 
•Will be going 
•Decrease cost 
•More topic cover future transport development 
•Lower registration cost 
•If it is in my region. All speakers presentations vetted.  Must be able to read when on screen. Put the "so what's" up, not hard to read 
graphs only 
•Similar format to this year 
•Affordability maintained - if possible  
•More networking opportunities, convenient location from where I live 
•Have over 2 days, rather than 3 or option to attend one/two/three days separately 
•Good subjects and speakers 
•Conversation on speeds and safe sustainable efficient transport 
•Perhaps walking tours at lunchtime - 20 minute city centre walk or equivalent. Health focus 
•Speaker choice - more professors who have access to research and are experienced speakers 
•Venue 
 

   
  



 
  
 
 

What would make you attend Tauranga in 2016 (continued)? 
 
  
  
 
 

 
•Opportunities to learn new things 
•Programme and speakers that are of high interest. Delegates from Health and education 
•Lower registration cost and hotels perhaps 
•A flight up 
•I liked this years format with the outside visits and being late starts/early finishes  
•Site visits, cycle tour, walking tour, morning pre breakfast city walks 
•Central location, relevant topics 
•More in depth presentations rather than general overviews 
•Speakers from rural/small towns.  Too much focus on cities which isn't applicable to my district. 
•Childcare :-) 
•Cycle tours factored in as field trips 
•Cost 
•Relevant presentations 
•To exchange views with various professionals 
•Quality of speakers 
•Community safety theme 
•Health related speakers. More international speakers. 

   
  



 
  
 

What topics should be covered in 2016? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Managing urban congestion 
•Alcohol and drugs equally damaging effects 
•Very little about sustainable movement 
•Young driver training is a current focus for my district, plus speed limit setting management 
•How best to make these links: working with urban planners, health, AA, local politicians 
•Growth challenge, broad range speakers/fields 
•The integration of technology.  The infrastructure barriers that remain 
•Innovation - exciting new technologies being investigated or applied 
•More best practice road safety programmes 
•Andy Foster "Transport is a battleground" - how to manage and get over this hurdle. Parking 
•Catering for the aging population 
•Speed 
•Sustainable transport, active transport, safety resilient transport network ITS 
•NRSC - what does it do? Why? 
•Health benefits of active nodes.  BIG DATA - justification for spend 
•Active transport implementation stories e.g. success/failures 
•Best practice programmes - safe system update-where we're at/how its going 
•More on road safety campaigns 
•Safety initiatives 
•Mature drivers, motorcyclists 
•Rural communities 
•Broad mix of topics 
•Safety from provider and user perspective 
 
 
 



 
  
 

What topics should be covered in 2016 (continued)? 
  
  
 
 

 
•Electric bikes, blind and disabled accessibility, performance measurement, road safety audits of local road projects, models/software 
tools ITS impacts 
•More on urban form, urban planning as it is key in driving transport choice 
•Safer communities, school/community based. Progress in technology related to road safety. In-depth overseas case studies 
•Speed management, economic benefits of providing active modes 
•New technology in addressing traffic safety - overseas experience UK, Japan 
•More on sustainable transport, road safety action planning. 
•More of the same, people from all sectors 
•Road safety, cycling, planb4v party summer campaign 
•"Best practice" education programmes - recommendations for those working within schools 
•MOT?  Research and programmes that have been evaluated. More rural - less urban 
•Behavioural change models - apply practical ways with campaign examples. Social marketing - but applying in practical ways with 
examples 
•Include Port of Tauranga and Kiwirail in respect of their future expansion plans and their impact on the transport network. 
•Drug impaired driving - Ross Bell NZ Drug Foundation.  If you can get someone from the international conference on TRAFINZ 
•More connections with health industry 
•Behaviour change.  Cycling. Speed. Urban form. 
•Behaviour change models that work and don't work. Opportunity to learn from others success and failures 
•Depends on what happens during the year, current information 
•Sharing the road as a common space (Pam Hook) 
•BAC - sale and supply. NZTA guidelines what does work? 
•Sustainable transport 
 

   
  



 
  
 

Would you recommend this conference to others? 
98% said yes  

  
 
 

 
Comments: 
•Yes if cost is reduced 
•This was as always an energising, inspiring conference and for me is my major PD 
•For anybody involved in road safety 
•It’s a very good mix of the practical and serious research 
•Should have had juice/coffee in main room.  Difficult for mobility impaired to carry juice up/down even using lift.  Should allocate some 
time to support local retail. Especially when people have travelled so far, maybe start earlier finish earlier one day. 
•More diverse group within transport profession, than say IPENZ, local govt. perspectives, police, rail 
•My council would not let a councillor come even though he came last year and was very keen to come again this year 
•Specialised topics, not balanced 
•How to get more T/A staff, councillors to attend? 



 
  
 

List any presenters that you would like to hear from in 2016 
  
 
 

 
Dr Anders Li (Sweden), always brilliant as a presenter and to guide us in road safety 
•Shanti Amartunga - excellent 
•AA, where were the politicians, Minister of Transport, Central Government? 
•Mark Stevenson was brilliant 
•Driver behaviours psychologists (Sam Charlton), to give more insight into why we behave certain ways on the road - thus how to bring 
about behaviour change 
•Practitioners before theorists survey time, Paul durdin was 11 out of 10 for my network I will be following up on this. Shanti best presenter 
of the conference, Tim Hughes very good a little too detailed though. Bridget Burdette was fantastic.  Presenter on Dunedin Warehouse 
tour was fantastic. Well done on the project and the tour 
•Claire Freeman - Dept of geography Uni of Otago - children + built environment 
•Jude Monroe 
•Tony Bliss 
•Chris Foley was disjointed, Megan Drayton was comprehensive, NO NO OLD POLICE, Bridget is good value, Suzanne Watt is very 
informative 
•Prof Shanthi 
•Parking guru's. Reallocation of road space 
•Credible speaker on speed management. Safety and sustainability opportunities,  
•Dougal list - update 
•Chris Orr, Bridget Burdett, Mark Stevenson, Megan Drayton, Dougal List, Janet Stephenson, Jenny Dickinson, Chris Neason, Peter 
McKennie 
•Janet Stephenson - update 



 
  
 

List any presenters that you would like to hear from in 2016 (continued) 
  
  
 
 

 
•Shanthi - excellent presentations 
•Ludo Campbell Reid, health and sport sectors 
•Perhaps an example from people in the community of what's actually happening 
•Marketing experts, social marketing 
•Overseas, Europe and N.America experiences. Lois Thibault on American with disabilities Guidelines. David Guth & Richard Long - 
Research 
•MOT - re future forecasting/predictions 
•Pam Hook, Transport Minister 
•MOT   
•Liked this years, look at future transport 
•LGNZ to bring Saatchi and Saatchi 
•Port of Tauranga 
•Janet McDonald 
•Shanthi Ameratunga 
•Asst comm Dave Cliff, Jeremy Byfields 
•Dr Shanthi 
•Pam Hook, Transport Minister 
•VIC roads, Melbourne Health Promotion Agency, Akld public health service 



 
  
 

List any suggestions for change/improvement in 2016 
  
  
 
 

 
•Reduce costs to encourage more attendance 
•More strategic level 
•Fewer sessions, fewer competing presentations 
•Email addresses on the delegate list would be handy, appreciate the spam risk with this 
•Keep doing what you're doing 
•Email survey 6 weeks post conference asking which speakers influenced work practices 
•Dinner conference on the first night 
•Price drop 
•More streams 
•Was unfortunate police segment was at same time as tours - really wanted to do both 
•Leaders in our community, rep from Parliament, MOT, Member of parliament Road safety Portfolio 
•RCA - great to understand what they do 
•Not at the moment. Found this one really informative, learnt lots. More round table discussions. 
•If having a number of presentations at once, need to have rooms close together if poss to minimise disruption and be able to change 
streams 
•More engagement with sponsors, more attraction of elected members 



 
  
 

List any suggestions for change/improvement in 2016 (continued) 
  
  
 
 

 
•More political involvement - selling that message to those who aren't directly involved but make the final decisions 
•Slide guidelines (quality/legibility) - based on room size 
•Start/finish times to meet travel requirements 
•Field trips should NOT be parallel to other sessions 
•Use mini buses instead of big buses 
•Split in 2 information streams - not 3. Can't get to enough presentations 
•I liked the way you provided choice. I just never realised it's ok to move from one to another 
•Longer sessions 
•3 days is quite long. Perhaps 2 full days with dinner and dance on the first night 
•Encourage the Police to send their people again 
•Quieter music at conf. dinner so that conversations can be continued without shouting 
•More balance in topics/presenters. International speakers 
•I would recommend some case studies on road safety projects included 
•Is it possible to give a couple of minutes in change over time in sessions 
•Concurrent sessions in adjacent rooms. Healthier food. Conf room 2, Thurs, facilitator was not effective at time keeping 
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